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OUTTAKES: Senior Thomas Johnson hands freshman Julie Godber her BGl card after she purchased
chips from the new Outtakes kiosk in Kohl Hall

Kohl residents dine
on all Falcon Dollars
By Emily Tuckar
Reporter

GRINDSTONE: Junior Mitchell Boeing leaches junior Courtney Knoop to skateboard outside Olscamp Boeing has been skateboarding for eight or
nine years, and after her lesson. Knoop had been skating for eight or nine seconds she said.

Legal Affairs VP plans to enhance
awareness of University legislature
ByAli.wWidm.n
Reporter

The University appointed general
counsel Sean FitzGerald to vice
president of legal affairs and government relations at the onset of
its fiscal year.
In his new role, FitzGerald additionally directs the Office of Equity
and Diversity and all governmental affairs for the University at the
local, state and federal levels,
"I see this as an opportunity to
assume some additional duties
and further the University's mission," he said. "We're striving to do
all things better and what hasn't
been accomplished in the past
will certainly be accomplished in
the future."
The "principal components" of
FitzGerald's new responsibilities
include implementing affirmative action programs and directing how the University interacts
with other governmental agencies
from Bowling Green to Columbus
and Washington D.C FitzGerald
will also continue to serve as the
University's attorney and adviser
of all legal issues.
The
University
merged
FitzGerald's duties to utilize the
government relations role more
efficiently from both a performance and monetary aspect, he
said.
"The president and her leadership team are always thinking

in terms of doing things more
efficiently," he said. "Over time,
we talked and decided upon a
workable system that accentuates government relations goals."
In a statement from the
University's website, University
President Carol Cartwright said
FitzGerald "has a proven track
record in helping us address a
wide range of challenges and he
is well prepared to take on these
new responsibilities."
"His appointment illustrates
our commitment to equity and
diversity and the importance of
governmental affairs in our longterm success," she said.
A graduate from the University
of Detroit School of Law and a
member of the State Bars of Ohio
and Michigan, FitzGerald said he
hopes to blend an interest in public policy and passion for law to
improve the University's reputation and "make its story known."
To do so, FitzGerald said he
will issue quarterly newsletters
with legislative updates for the
community and hopes to reinvigorate State House Falcons,
a grassroots group of alumni,
friends and supporters who will
help share thoughts and issues
with state legislators.
"A lot of it is building relationships," FitzGerald said. "I'm
spending a lot of time with state
legislature in Columbus, getting
to know people and making sure
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This year, residents of Kohl I lall are
forced to walk to Kreischer, Founders
and the Union for hot food since
Commons closed.
Students probably toured the
campus last year, ended up living in
Kohl this year and wondered where
Commons went, said Mike Paulus,
director of Dining Services, A smaller
version of Outtakes was built in Kohl
this year, but Dining Services wanted
to accommodate the students with a
better way of getting food.
"We looked at the physical distance
of walking to a dining hall and how to
make up for it," Paulus said.
Paulus said Dining Services,
Student Affairs, Residence Life
and administrators in the Union
worked together to figure out a
way to help Kohl residents since
Commons was the closest dining
facility for them. The goal was to
"make it less of an inconvenience."
The solution was to make the Kohl
Hall residents' meal plan all Falcon
Dollars, which means they can use
their meal plan in any dining facility, including the Falcon's Nest in
the Union.
Paulus said there has been a positive
response from putting Outtakes in Kohl

Sean
FitzGerald
VP of Legal Affairs
and Government
Relations

we're really well-informed."
Kim McBroom, chief communications officer, said she has
been working with FitzGerald
on various promotional materials that will enhance awareness of the University from a
legislative perspective.
"Our role is much more closely intertwined now that he has
taken on the role of government
relations," she said. "He is really
broadening that role and effort
and our mission from Marketing
& Communications is to support his goals as a collaborative
partner."
FitzGerald's role in government
relations allows for a centralized
strategy with an emphasis on
linking academics, alumni and
the University's Strategic Flan,
McBroom said.
"I really think his planning
will pay big dividends for the
University over the next two
years," she said. "He is providing
focus, strategy and momentum
for the University, and also helping legislatures become more
aware of BGSU's role in our educational community, who we are
and where we excel."

FORUM

Amanda Freyaldenhoven, hall
director for Kohl Hall, said she
asked the resident advisers for their
thoughts on the Falcon Dollars
meal plan and Outtakes in the
residence hall, and they "seem to
appreciate it."
"Not having Commons can make
it difficult, but they are grateful,"
she said.
Hall Council plans on discussing the limited hours in Outtakes
in Kohl. Freyaldenhoven said. The
store is only open from 5 to 10 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday.
"Even though the hours are limited, I always see some students in
there," she said. "But some want
longer hours."
Tim Shaal, interim associate
director of Residence Life, said the
Kohl Hall students needed to get
food from somewhere since there is
"a selection of dining halls already
there for other residence halls."
"We were looking to provide a
wider set of options since the main
dining center for those students is
closed," he said.
Since Commons will not reopen
until next year, Shaal said this was
a good option because there is not
a dining hall nearby offering full
service meals.

USG passes resolution
against discrimination
ONE Bowling Green campaign sponsors voter drive
By Max Fllby
Reporter

The Undergraduate Student
Government is joining forces
with the ONE Bowling Green
campaign to protect students
from discrimination on campus.
ONE BowlingGreen is a campaign
seeking to pass two ordinances Nov.
2 to protect Bowling Green residents
and University students from discrimination in 12 different areas
including sexual orientation, HIV
status and military status. The antidiscrimination ordinances were
originally passed last fall; however,
petitions quickly began circulating
against the ordinances.
USG passed a resolution in support of the ONE Bowling Green campaign at its general assembly meeting last night. No senator or administrator within
the resolution.

USG

spoke against

"We are extremely passionate
about this cause," said Kevin Basch,
USG president. "It's something that
we didn't want to table for a week. It
was pretty cut and dry."

SPORTS

Although USG heard the legislation in support of ONE Bowling
Green for the first time Monday, it
was forwarded into an emergency state and passed after minor
adjustments were made.
Prior to the vote, ONE Bowling
Green supporters Aris Kaleps-Clark
and Chris Frey gave a presentation
asking USG to support the campaign. ONE Bowling Green already
raised over $30,000 in support of the
ordinances this November, KalepsClark said.
Cassy Collier, chair of student
affairs, introduced the ONE Bowling
Cireen campaign to USG last spring.
Collier is also a member of the LGBT
community and has been working
part of the ONE Bowling Green
campaign.
Watch Cassy Collier explain the
ONE Bowling Green ordinances
j.
at www.bgviews.com.

*
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Do you think it's fair Kohl Hall residents have all
Falcon Dollars?

Students face waits for food

Could your job effect your grade?

Falcon rugby team wins big

Students trying to get food at on-

Columnist Bryan Wanick explains how having a full

The BG rugby club improved its record to

campus dining centers face long lines.

time job outside of classes could be either beneficial

2-0 over the weekend with a big defeat

BRIDGET HIRKO
Freshman. Intervention Specialist

Dining Services is looking to hire more

or disastrous to students' course of study without
proper time management | Pag* 4

against the Ball State Cardinals 104-3
| Pag* 6

"No, because they could go to
Founders or Mac" | Page 4

workers to ease congestion | Page 3
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NATION
Underwear bomber
suspect hints at plea
May plea guilty to charges after firing attorneys
By Ed Whit.
The Associated Press

DE I'RGIT — A Nigerian man
charged with Irving to blow
up an international flight near
Detroit on Christmas fired his
lawyers Monday and suggest
ed he wants to plead guilty lo
some charges.
U.S. District ludge Nancy
Edmunds advised Uniai
Farouk Abdulmutallab not
to get rid of his attorneys,
but he insisted. Edmunds
then granted his request
and asked if he had anything further to say.
"If 1 want to plead guilty
to some counts ... basically, how would that got"
Abdulmutallab responded
during his first court appearance since being arraigned
in January on six charges,
including attempted use of a
weapon of mass destruction.
Edmunds told him she
couldn't advise on such matters and ordered that a standby attorney be named lo
assist Abdulmutallab with his
defense. Stand-by attorneys,
common in cases in which
defendants represent themselves, may listen and give
advice, but don't negotiate
with the government or take
an active role in a trial.
Asked for
comment
on
Monday's
developments, Miriam Siefer, who

headed

Abdulmutallab's

defense team, said "Mr.
Abdulmutallab has the right
to represent himself, and he's
exercised that right.''
Passengers who saw flames

BGSU.

pounced on Abdulmutallab,
subduedhimandforcedhimto
the front ofNorthwest Airlines
Might 253 as it approached
Detroit Metropolitan Airport
carrying nearly 300 people
last Dec. 2-r>. Authorities say he
was trying to set off explosives
hidden in his underwear.
The incident exposed
flaws in security and intelligence. Abdulmutallab's father
warned the U.S. Embassy in
Nigeria thai bis son had drifted into extremism in Yemen,
but he never was added to the
'no-fly" list which would have
kept him off the plane.
The White House in
lanuary said the U.S. government had enough information lo potentially disrupt
the plot by al-Qaida in the
Arabian Peninsula but failed
to connect the dots.
Abdulmutallab has not
been silent while in custody.
In February, law enforcement
officials said he had turned
against Anwar al-Awiaki, the
U.S.-born Yemeni radical
who claims to be his teacher,
and had helped the U.S. hunt
for him.
Edmunds spent several
minutes Monday asking
Abdulmutallab whether he
under.lood each of the six
counts against him and if
he knew the federal rules of
evidence and procedure. She
suggested he try out a new
lawyer, even for a month.
Abdulmutallab refused,
and the judge told, him his
decision was "unwise." in part
because he is "not familiar

with the law.'
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Indiana teenager pleads guilty to brother's strangling
CharUi D. Wilson
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — An
Indiana teenager who police
say strangled his 10-yearold brother to satisfy an
urge to kill that he likened
to hunger pleaded guilty lo
murder Monday, and his
defense attorney described
him as remorseful.
Hut a prosecutor called
Andrew Conley a psychopath and said the teen
should slay in prison for the
rest of his life.
Conley, IH, entered his
plea as jury selection was
to begin for his trial in the
small Ohio River town of
Rising Sun, Ind.. Ohio Circuit
Court administrator Connie
Sandbrink said.
Sandbrink said Conley,
who has no deal with prosecutors, faces a minimum sentence of 45 years in prison.
Prosecutors have requested
a sentence of life without
parole. His sentencing hearing was scheduled to start

Monday that Conley was where it stayed while the teen
"psychopathic" and will pose stopped to give his girlfriend
a risk to other people if he's a "sweetheart ring," accordreleased from prison. The ing to a police affidavit. He
prosecutor told WCPO-TV later dumped the boy's body
that Conley's age is one of in a p.nk near a school, the
the problems with the case document said.
The teen said he strangled
because he would be released
"at a relatively young age" his brother because, "I felt like
with almost any sentence I had to" and likened the urge
to a hungry person satisfying
given to him.
Negangard and Sorge did a craving for a hamburger, the
not immediately return phone affidavit said.
Friends and neighbors
messages to The Associated
Press seeking additional com- have described the Conley
family as "strong" and "balment Monday.
Police said Conley told anced" and said both boys
them he had fantasized about were good students who
lolling people since he was stayed out of trouble.
"(Andrew Conley) just
in eighth grade and identified with the fictional televi- didn't seem to have any
sion serial killer, Dexter. They character like that." said the
said he told investigators that Rev. Greg Matthew, the pason the morning of Dinner's tor of the Rising Sun Church
death, he stood over his sleep- of Christ who preached at
ing father with a knife and Conner's funeral. "1 le wasn't
in trouble with the law, he
thought about killing him.
Conley told investiga- didn't make bad grades, he
tors he wrestled his brother just seemed to be a normal
unconscious, strangled him teenager. He just seemed to
and put his body in a trunk, be a quiet boy."

Wednesday, and Sandbrink
said it was expected to last
three to four days.
"Bottom line, this is
Andrew's decision and
it's what he wanted, too,"
his attorney, Gary Sorge,
told reporters Monday at
a news conference that
Cincinnati television station WLWT covered. "He's
been very remorseful, and
from the beginning he's
wanted to plead guilty, but
as defense attorneys we
have our job to do, and
that's what we've done."
Conley was to be tried as
an adult but couldn't face
the death penalty because
he was 17 when his brother, Conner, was killed last
November. Defense attorneys
had been expected to argue
Conley was insane at the
time. Dearborn-Ohio County
Prosecutor Aaron Negangard
had described the teen as
"just evil."
Negangard told
the
Cincinnati Enquirer on

EPA holds upstate NY hearings on gas extraction
NY Congressman: Process of hydraulic natural gas fracking contaminates water sources
By Mary Etch
The Associated Piess

BING11AMTON, N.Y. — Rep.
Maurice Hinchey told a federal hearing Monday that the
Environmental Protection
Agency must regulate
hydraulic fracturing, the natural gas extraction process
that he said has contaminated water near drilling sites
around the country.
"There are numerous

College of Education & Human Development

Centennial Celebration
Thursday, September 16,2010

reports of water contamination related to hydraulic
fracturing in states across
the country," said Hinchey, DN.Y. "Despite the fact that EPA
is, in many ways, precluded
from taking regulatory action
in response to these reports. I
believe EPA must investigate
to understand what is being
done — to keep water supplies safe and secure."
The process, also known
as tracking blasts millions of
gallons of water mixed with
sand and chemicals, some
of them carcinogens, deep
into the earth to free gas from
dense shale deposits. As a
gas rush sweeps parts of the
vast and lucrative Marcellus
Shale region that underlies
New York. Pennsylvania, Ohio
and West Virginia, environmentalists are concerned for
the watershed that provides
drinking water for 17 million
people from Philadelphia to
New York City.
Environmentalists fear the
process, which leaves as much
as 90 percent of the post-fracking water known as "produced
water" deep underground, will
irreversibly taint aquifers.
No water supplies have
been poisoned by fracking
the petroleum industry said,
and the process — which
promises lucrative industry
profits and thousands of jobs
in economically depressed
areas — is safe.
"Billions of dollars in eco-

The EPA must do all it can to ensure
that its scientists and researchers are
not influenced by industry or by politics
as they were influenced back in 2004."
Mauice Hinchey | Congressman

nomicimpactonNewYorkand
its i ii i/i 'i) - is at stake here," said
Brad Gill of the Independent
Oil and Gas Association, with
drilling promising more than
60,000 jobs in New York alone.
"The positive impact is staggering but it doesn't come at
the expense of environmental
protection."
John Harmon of the New
York-New Jersey African
American Chamber of
Commerce said full development of the Marcellus
Shale would create 280,000
jobs over the next 10 years,
jobs sorely needed in the
black community.
"This is not the time to further limit energy job opportunities for those in need,"
Harmon said
Congress has ordered EPA
to conduct a new fracking
study and EPA is considering
how broadly to construct it,
since the agency's 2004 study
that declared the technology safe was widely criticized
as flawed. The earlier study
had enabled passage of 2005
energy legislation exempting
fracking from federal regulation under the Safe Drinking

Water Act. leaving regulation
to individual states.
"The EPA must do all it can
to ensure that its scientists and
researchers are not influenced
by industry or by politics as
they were influenced back in
2004," Hinchey said, "so that
the public can be assured that
this study is being carried out
in the public interest"
Hinchey is one of the
authors of the so-called
1RAC Act in Congress, which
would put fracking under
EPA regulation.
The petroleum industry is
strongly opposed to federal
regulation — which it said
would be more costly than
complying with adequate
state rules.
Gill said "strict state regulations" for decades have governed fracking and the industry has "a stellar environmental record" to show for it.
In New York, he said, there
are about 14,000 producing
natural gas wells, thousands
of which were begun by the
tracking process. NewYorkhas
not seen one case of groundwater contamination by fracking fluids, he said.

BLOTTER
FRI..SEPT. 10

SUN., SEPT. 12

1:16 A.M.
Elesia Thompson, of
Cleveland, was cited for disorderly conduct at Conklin Hall.

12:16 A.M.
Juan Carlos Sotomayor, of
Brook Park. Ohio, was cited for
underage consumption and disorderly conduct at the Union.

SAT., SEPT. 11

2:35 A.M.
Jenna Allbery, of Spring Valley,
Ohio was cited for drug abuse
and possession of drug paraphernalia near Lot J.

4:13 A.M.
Luke Williamson, of
Miamisburg, Ohio, was cited
for possession of marijuana and
underage consumption near
LotJ.
David Oehlstrom. of Brooklyn.
Ohio, was cited for drug abuse
and underage consumption
near Lot J.
9:36 P.M.
Sewer water flooding was
reported in the basement
mechanical room in the
Student Recreation Center.

2:51 AM
Evan Brown-Bertke, of
Sandusky. Ohio was cited
for fighting on North
Enterprise Street.
3:15 A.M.
Meghan McGor, of Sandusky,
Ohio, and Caroline Evilsizer.
of Medina. Ohio, was cited
for underage consumption
and disorderly conduct with
persistence.

1:36 P.M.
A cell phone and an iPod
were reported stolen from
McDonald West.

4:17 P.M.
Speeding dump trucks were
reported near Stadium Drive.
4:59 P.M.
A tear gas canister was found
along U.S. Route 6 and turned
over to campus police.

MON., SEPT. 13
2:09 A.M.
Chrystal E. Hernandez. 21. of
Findlay, was cited for criminal
damaging within the 400 block
of E Court St.
10:05 A.M.
Two bikes were reported stolen
from within the 300 block of
Martindale Road.

ONLINE: Go 10 bgvews com lo.

* the complete blotter list
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Long waits await students at
University dining halls
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POLITICIAN HITS CAMPUS
T3T

Dining services looks to hire more workers to decrease congestion
By Dani.llf Rice
Reporter

"I had to wait 30 minutes
in line," Christian said. "They
need to open up more regSince the start of the Fall isters because they have
semester, students have been one person working on a
waiting through long, con- two-sided register. The lines
gested lines for food in the Would move much faster."
University's dining halls.
Sundial student manager
The Falcon's Nest in the David Taylor has seen the
Union and the Sundial at congestion firsthand and is
Kreischer are two hot spots working on a way to improve
on campus, according to the lines for students.
" We are in the process of tryfreshman Candace Walton.
"The Union is one of the ing to hire as many employbusiest dining halls, and I try ees as possible for the growth
to avoid (hem as much as I in student population." Taylor
can because the wait for food said. "We are trying to get
is too long." Walton said.
new cashiers trained as soon
Freshman I .eland (Tirist ian as possible, so they can be put
wantsthedininghallstoopen to work cutting down on the
up more registers to get the wait time."
lines moving.
Dining Services represen-

tative Nancy Joseph understands the frustrations of the
students and attributes the
congestion to the increase of
freshmen students.
"We have more students
this year, which is good,
but with more students
comes more traffic thus,
longer lines," Joseph said.
"The Union is working on
staffing levels. Challenges
with job recruitment have
arose but we're moving
forward and new employment opportunities are
available which will help
get lines moving."
For information on student dining service employment contact the University
Dining Services.

WEIRD SCIENCE
Students interact with marine life for educational experience

ANDREA FEHL
CAMPAIGN: Democratic Lt. Governor candidate Yvette McGee Brown met with students in the 4th floor lounge in the
Union Monday afternoon
Brown said she is running with incumbent Governor Ted Strickland because of fits focus on education and economic development She said he was the only governor in the nation to freeze college tuition for the last three years,
"When he came in to office in 2006. Ohio's college education was increasing on average 9 percent per year." she said 'It was
literally cheaper for some Ohio students to go out-of-state and pay out-of-state tuition versus staying m-state and paying
Ohio tuition."
She said students' votes do matter and that she hopes students wiH vote despite it not being a presidential election year
"It is about bemo part of our democracy. It's about being a citizen* she said "You have to let your voice speak."

Watch excerpts from Brown's speech online
at www.bgviews.com

SERIES

or

Unionization
and BGSU
The faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future of our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU. and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:
Collective bargaining will affect how the administration and
faculty work together.
> Less flexibility in what an individual department/school or college
leader can ask of his/her faculty. Additionally, there is less flexibility in
what an individual faculty member may ask of a department/school or
college leader. The employment contract will define what a Chair/Dean
can provide and what a faculty member may receive.
> Current discretion (e.g., giving a faculty member a course release to
work on a grant application; making a counteroffer to retain a strong
faculty member who is being recruited away: providing a faculty
member with additional travel support beyond the negotiated level of
support) could be lost
A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. II you are eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.

TYIERSTAIILE

M I NfrtS

TOP: Marine biology majors ullowed visitors to 93m han Is-on experience with aquatic life during a Science. Technology.
Engineenng and Mathematics event Saturday afternoon
MIDDLE: Freshman Chelsea Bohaty lets visitors (eel and hold a starfish.
BOTTOM: Sophomore Andy Savage displays a starfish lor two children thai attended the STEM event

■
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"We looked at the physical distance of walking to a dining hall and how to make up for it."
- Dining Services Director Mike Paulus on compensating Kohl Hall residents for Common's closing.
Tuesday. September 14.2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you think its fair Kohl Hall residents have all Falcon Dollars?
"1 don't think it's fair

J

because they can

1 they shouldn't be

walk everywhere
like everyone else.

194 -,

NICKSCHRADER.
Freshman.
Criminal Justice

y

Its not fair because
treated different than

1 other students."

y
|

ERIN REIMER
Freshman.
Pre-Nursing

Effects of student employment
vary from person to person
BRYAN W4RRICK
COLUMNIST

There are a lot of college
students who work while
going to school. They work
because they need the
money and the experience that a joh offers them,
almost as much as they need
the college degree itself.
But how much good actually comes from a college
student working? Could
it actually hurt his or her
schooling? There are a lot of
different opinions out there
on this subject.
Kilsey Robertson
is
University sophomore. She
is taking 17 credit hours this
semester, and is working 16
hours a week at the school
technical support center.
At first, it was really bad."
Robertson said. "1 wasn't
focusing on school work as
much. You could really tell
my work was slipping."
tirades falling because of
work have become a major
problem in the United States
in the last few decades,
according lo the U.S.
Department of Education.
In 2001. a study commissioned by Upromise Inc.
found that 57 percent of college students were working a
job. That number has more
than doubled since 1985.

Moreover, they found that
about 10.1 percent of college
students actually worked 35
hours or more a week. I hat
10.4 percent translates into
more than 830,000 students
nationwide.
Fifty-five percent of students who worked that many
hours a week said it had a negative effect on their schooling, according to Upromise.
In fact, it was found that
there was a 10 percent difference in grades between fulltime students and students
who didn't work at all.
But this all focuses on students with full-time jobs.
What about students who
work only part-time? How
does work affect them?
"I think it's a positive in the
end," Robertson said. "I've
learned a lot and I've grown
from it in a professional way.
It helps students learn real
responsibility early, even if
they don't want to."
Robertson said that parttime work has students
experience real world issues
directly before actually going
out into the real world.
The 2001 study revealed
part-time students were not
negatively affected by work.
Their conclusion stated it
may even be beneficial to the
students to work part-time
while going lo college. Again,
the reason was said to be the
work experience gained.
For some students, their
part-time job in school can,

CALLING ALL

in fact, help them even more
once they are out of school.
Students working in jobs
for the field they actually
are going for get the experience potential employers
want to see.
"I'm actually working for
what my major is," Robertson
said. "I'm working entirely
with computers, and my
major is in computer science.
It's actually like a win-win
situation for me."
Robertson said her job
has helped her to realize
the kind of demand she will
have to work with once she
is out of college.
"It's been hard, but it's
what 1 do," she said.
With more than half of the
over eight million college
students in the U.S. working,
it is a topic that can have a
great impact on this nation.
There are facts that show a
full-time job can hurt a student's schooling and maybe
even cause them to drop out.
But at the same time, from
studies to the students themselves, there is a lot of evidence that a part-time job
can help the student's college experience and perhaps
make it even more beneficial
for them.
Whether
they work
because they need the
money or they need the
experience, a part-time job
seems to be a major part of
the college experience and
growing up.

"No. because I
would use all my
meal plan on Jamba
Juice"

"It's fair, but it

LISA ADE
Freshman.
Undecided

JACKHOLDEN.
Freshman.
Pre-Nursing

K
H

should be offered

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

to everyone"

today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Street preachers crave
attention - don't give
it to them
Sunday was a perfect day
to attend the Black Swamp
Arts Festival. The weather
was perfect, the food was
delicious, the art was fascinating and good music
filled the air.
Then, the loud and obnoxious preachers showed up.
About 10 men, women
and children came out in
full force on Main Street
among the art booths with
colorful T-shirts about
which of us will burn in hell
and large signs warning t hat
God must be feared.
Their yelling drowned out
the music coming from the
main stage and was a pestering, unavoidable sound
to people trying to have a
relaxing afternoon on the
last day of this annual festival. It's times like these
where onequeslions whether the First Amendment
rights should be a privilege
given to everyone. 1 had to
fight off the strong urge to
approach one of (hem and
explain that no one wants
to hear this incessant babble, but I knew that it would
only provoke them more
and they probably look forward to these types of confrontations.
So I tried my best to keep
on with my day, and once
had to quickly tell one of
them I wasn't interested in

one of the bright-green fliers they were attempting to
hand out to folks as they
walked past.
A little later, I found
myself standing at an
exhibit of a University art
student who was working
on a rock sculpture with a
hammer and chisel. He had
some of his finished pieces
on display, including one of
a very detailed bust of a man
wincing in pain. Written
on the stand of which the
sculpture was sitting was "A
Goat's Regret".
I asked the artist what this
meant, and he explained
that it was a story from the
New Testament. I won't get
into detail about the metaphor, but it basically was
a lesson saying that you
should care for people who
have less than you and help
those in need.
The artist said that this
particular story was very
special to him and was the
inspiration for the piece of
art. I am not a religious person, but the young artist's
explanation of the story and
how it affects his outlook on
life stuck with me long after
I left his exhibit. Then, I saw
the screaming preachers
again and had a realization.
The artist, who talked
with me about an aspect of
the Bible that was important and special to him,
had much more of a positive affect than the yelling
men and women who were

holding signs and passing
out fliers. The ironic thing
is, the artist wasn't even
trying to convince me of
anything or convert me to
Christianity, lie explained
to me, like an adult, an
answer to a question I had.
He expressed his religious
experience through art
and conversation.
But the people on thestreet, like children, were
screaming to get attention
from anyone they could.
Much like bratty toddlers,
they kept on yelling as long
as they were acknowledged.
So, the next time that
screaming preacher guy is
on campus, the best way
to deal with him is to treat
him like an annoying kid
and ignore him. Don't look
at him; don't confront him.
Don't sit at the benches in
front of the Union and try
to start an argument about
evolution or how the Bible
contradicts itself in ways;
just walk right by. When he
tries to ask you a question,
don't answer. If he attempts
to give you a flier, put your
hands in your pockets and
keep walking.
They like attention,
whether good or bad. If you
are interested in learning
more about the Bible or any
aspect of religion, 1 suggest
talking to someone who
will discuss it like an adult.
Hopefully the kids will get
tired and go away.
Steven Cathcwl

BANKRUPT FROM BOOK BUYING

COLUMNISTS &
CARTOONISTS!
Need a place to voice your opinions?
The Forum section is looking for more people
like you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966.
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@>bgnews.com.

JUUEREITH

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add lo the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are csually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be pnnted.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thtnem@bgnews.
com with the subject fine marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and danty before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and lepers at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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At least 33 survive after
plane crash in Venezuela
Governor: 14 confirmed dead. 4 remain missing among wreckage
By Fabiola S.IIK lie/

Kangel Comez told reporters.
He said that Conviasa
The French-built ATR-42 Flight 2350 had taken off
fromthestateairlincConviasa from Margarita Island and
slammed into a lot used crashed shortly before reachby the state-run Sidor steel ing its destination, the airport
foundry, leaving its smashed of Puerto Ordaz.
fuselage among barrels and
It was unclear what caused
shipping containers.
the crash.
The governor said 33 peoThe state airline, Consorcio
ple survived and were being Venezolano de Industrias
treated at hospitals.
Aeronauticas y Servicios
The plane, a twin- Aeros SA, began operations
engine turboprop, was in 2004. It said it serves descarrying 47 passengers tinations in Venezuela, the
and four crew members, Caribbean. Argentina, Iran
and Syria.
Hangel Gomez said.

The Associated Press

CARACAS, Venezuela — A
plane carrying 51 people
from a Caribbean island
crashed Monday in eastern
Venezuela, and officials said
33 survived, while (he rest
were killed or missing.
Al leas! 14 people were
killed and four were missing
in the crash about six miles
(10 kilometers) from the
eastern city of Puerto Ordaz,
Bolivar state Gw. Francisco

THE BIGGEST & NEWEST
BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER

UN launches anti-rape campaign in Haiti
By Anita Snow

"... Vulnerable groups
... Are at risk of

The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — The
United Nations is launching a campaign to combat the rape of Haitian
earthquake victims living
in camps for the homeless,
the U.N.'s top official in the
country said Monday.
Edmund Mulet, who heads
the U.N. stabilization mission in the country, told the
15-member Security Council
that police and soldiers in
the U.N.'s peacekeeping
force are being trained how
to handle rape and other
sexual violence at the camps
and to ensure medical care
for victims. He said a public
relations campaign is under
wry to teach people how to
prevent and respond to rape
and other sexual attacks.
"1 remain concerned by the
situation in the camps where

sexual and genderbased violence."
1 dm md Mi.let | United Nations

vulnerable groups, particularly women and children,
are at risk of sexual and gender-bascd violence," Mulet
said, describing actions
taken since SecretaryOcneral Ban Ki-tnoon wrote
a report on Haiti last month.
Mulet said that a 200niember U.N. police force
keeps a permanent presence in six especially highrisk camps housing 135.000
people, but that it's impossible to regularly patrol all
the camps.
More than 1.3 million
Haitians were displaced
by the lanuary quake, and

many remain homeless, living in camps where women
and children are vulnerable
to attack.
Mulet also said that the
Nov. 28 presidential and legislative elections must be
"credible and legitimate" to
ensure security in the stillfragile Caribbean nation.
"Institutional weakness,
combined with the displaced persons' camps, the
resurgence of gang activity
and the characteristic instability of the Haitian electoral season, contribute to
creating a volatile security
environment," he said.
Sexual attacks at the
camps have been a concern
since shortly after the magnitude-? temblor ravaged
the Western Hemisphere's
most impoverished and
least developed country and
killed an estimated 230.000
to 330,000 people.

Belgian church seeks way out of abuse crisis
Catholic church acknowledges molestation accounts by clergy members
By Raf Cas.rl
The Associated Press

BRUSSELS — The Belgian
Roman Catholic church
on Monday acknowledged
widespread sexual abuse
over years by its clergy
and pleaded for time to set
up a system to punish all
abuscrs and provide closure for victims.
The comments were in
response to a report Friday
in which hundreds of sex
abuse victims revealed harrowing accounts of molestation by Catholic clergy
throughout the country
over the past 50 years.
At
a
news
conference Monday. Belgium's
Archbishop Andre-Mutien
Leonard said "a feeling of
anger and powerlessness"
had taken hold of the church.
"The report and the sufferFire*fotic

ing it contains make us shiver," he told reporters. I le said
the crisis gripping the church
is so deep it would be impossible to find an easy way out.
"We want to draw the necessary lessons from the mistakes of the past," Leonard
said, adding it would have
to involve "a long process
of truth."
The report, by an independent panel with links
to the church, highlighted
claims by surviving family
members that at least 13 victims committed suicide as a
result of the abuse by clergy.
Hundreds more victims complained about trauma that
plagued them, sometimes up
to 50 years after the abuse.
The report stressed that
the abuse went well beyond
touching and often centered on oral and anal abuse,
forced masturbation and

mutual masturbation. It said
there was abuse in each sector of the church, especially
at Catholic boarding schools,
and throughout the nation.
Most of the abuse happened
during the 1960s and 1970s.
"It was impressive, perplexing but also very positive. It
was exactly what we wanted — transparency and that
truth come to light," Leonard
told VRT television later.
Leonard said the Belgian
church was struggling with
how to respond.
"The challenge is so big
and touches on so many
emotions, it seems impossible to us to present a new
proposal in all its details
(now)," Leonard said of hotly
anticipated church plans to
go after the abusers and protect the victims. The church
also called on all abusers to
come forward.
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Falcons fly over Cardinals

PHOTO PROVIDED BY ROGER MAZZARELLA

SPLITTING THE DEFENSE:

i

-

•• 4 through the Ball Slate defense on his way to airy in BG's 104-5 win over ihe Cardinals.

BG rugby club cruises to 104-3 win over Ball State improve to 2-0
By CJ Watson
Reporter

I he wI rugby team added another
win to us record ihis week, making them 2-0 in the early pan of
the season.
the Falcons defeated the Ball
State Cardinals 104-3.
Despite the one-sided score line.
BG underperlormed this week
according to the head coach's

expectations.
Last week.
coach Tony
Mazzarella
was
impressed
With Ihe club's disciplined play
throughout the entire match.

Even though the falcons still
won by a huge margin Sunday.
Mazzarella couldn't help but see the
flaws between this game and last
week's matchup with Hrockport.
"It was kind of a let down from last
week,'' Mazzarella said. "We really
did play extremely well last week
and I was more impressed with the
way we scored. Ihis week was a
little more sloppy and guys were
trying to do a little too much on
their own and not playing within
our system."'
B(i jumped out to an early lead
soon alter the first whistle and never
looked back.

"[The] game with Hall State was a
re-play of Ihe match with Broekport,"
director of rugby Roger Mazzarella
said. "BSD made the error of choosing to kick off to start the game
and All-America wing Rocoo Mauer
took all of fifteen seconds to show
them the error of that decision as he
streaked down the sideline lor a try."
Much of the same continued until
the score was 33-0.
It was 23 minutes before Ball State
took possession of the ball.
Ihe Cardinals finally put some
offense together and kicked a penalty kick in the first half.
Unfortunately for the Cardinals.

Bojicic out for Marshall

■II PHOTO

OUT: Ben Bojicic (61) was named to tlte preseason Rirnington Trophy watch list, but will be inactive (or the game Saturday.

Hi. starting center Ben Bojicic will miss the team's home opener against Marshall Saturday due to an ankle sprain
he suffered Saturday at Tulsa.

"I can't really say anyone individually because they've
all been playing extremely well. They've just been
absolutely overwhelming with the last two teams...
their speed and passing has been very good"
Tony Mazzarella | Coach

this would be their only points of
the game.
Tries by Rocco Mauer, center
Dominic Mauer, lock lid Luther,
wing Sam Pol/.in and fly half
Nick Viviani — who also converted the tries — pushed the

score to 47-3 at the half.
The Falcons would not falter in
the second half.
This half was a much different
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Moody named athlete of
the week

Koch named athlete of the
week

BG senior cross country runner Chris
Moody has been named a Papa John's
Athlete ol the Week for his efforts Saturday
at the Mel Brodt Invitational

Abby Koch, a sophomore on the BG women's
cross country team, has been named a Papa
John's Athlete of the Week for her efforts
Saturday at the Mel Brodt Invitational.

Moody finished third with a time of 25 21.
helping the Falcons to an overall third place
finish out of eight teams

A native of Stow. Ohio. Koch won the Mel
Brodt Invitational with a time of 1807. breaking her personal 5K record and winning the
event by 15 seconds.

The Davidsonville. Md. native has picked
up where he left olf last season, a season in
which he led BG in every race.

See WIN | Page 7

Koch is the first Falcon individual to win a
meet since the 2008 season.

Nick Torresso will start in his place moving over from left guard. Dominic Llewellyn will take Torresso's spot on
the line

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

FOOTBALL

FOOTBALL
BG to play on national TV

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG hosts Marshal Saturday

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

The BG football team will kickoff its

The Big Ten announced Monday that the

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

home schedule Saturday against Marshall

Sept. 25 BG/Michkjan football game will

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports

at 7 p.m. The first 10,000 fans will receive

start at noon and be televised on either

Sports to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

free thunderstix.

ESPN or ESPN 2.

)M: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY UfE. ,
VISIT BGVIEWS.COM:
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Cincinnati acquire Bloomquist
from Royals to boost outfield
By Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Down
to only two fully healthy
outfielders for their playoff push, the Cincinnati
Reds acquired utilityman
Willie Bloomquist from
the Kansas City Royals on
Monday for either a player
to he named or cash.
The National League
Central leaders had been
looking to get another
outfielder after injuries
left them with just Jonny
Gomes in left and Drew
Stubbs in center.
The Reds began the day
with a six-game lead over

Arizona on Tuesday.
"He's much needed."
manager Dusty Baker said.
"He plays all over, especially in the outfield where
we could use him. I'lus, he
can pinch-run and pinchhit, especially against
left-handers. We've been
searching for a couple
of weeks. We got him
because we need him. We
hope he's a valuable spoke
in the wheel."
Because he was acquired
after Aug. 31, Bloomquist
is ineligible for the playoffs if the Reds go that far.

The

32-year-old

Bloomquist has started
games this year at second base, third base, left
St. Louis.
Bloomquist is a short- field, center field and
term fix. He had been designated hitter.
set |o start in left field
lie had a nine-game hitMonday in the Royals' ting streak snapped over
game against Oakland.
the weekend, lie's batting
I he Reds expect him in .265 with three homers
town for the second game and 17 Rills.
of their series against
The Reds have held onto

Willie
first place despite a series
Bloomquist
of strains, sprains and
bruises that hit the outAquired from
field particularly hard.
Kansas City
Laynce Nix has a sprained
Monday
ankle, lay Bruce and Urn
Edmonds have strained
abdominal muscles and and help this team win as
Chris Ileisey has been lim- much as I can."
ited by a strained biceps.
The Reds were so desperate
Bruce was originally for a healthy outfielder that
out of the starting lineup they started infielder Miguel
for a game Monday night Cairo in right field over the
against Arizona, but Baker weekend against Pittsburgh.
It was only his third
decided to put him in after
the outfielder said he felt career start in right field
up to it.
and his first in five years.
The Reds also have been
Bruce hasn't played
since Aug. 31 because of forced to use backups for
strained muscles on the shortstop Orlando Cabrera
right side of his abdomen. (strained abdominal mus"It should be good," cles) and second baseman
Bruce said. "I'm looking Brandon Phillips, recoverforward to getting back ing from a bruised hand.
On Monday, the Reds also
in there and getting my
feet wet. I told Dusty I was recalled right-handed relievready to play. A lot of guys er lared Burton from TripleA Louisville and designated
have nagging stuff."
"It's time to go. I want right-handed reliever Hnerio
to get ready for the push Del Rosario for assignment.
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
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Sanders, Bettis among
names for Hall of Fame

i

•,:,'. in ■ " -

SPRINT: Members oi the BG rugby club look for running room in a game against Ohio last f

WIN

CANTON (API — Deion
Sanders. Curtis Martin,
Marshall Faulk and lerome
Bettisareamongthetirst-year
eligible candidales fi ir the Pro
Football Hall <>l lame's class
1)12011.
In all, there are 113 modern-era nominees, the Hall
announced Morn lav
From that list. Hall of Fame
selectors will choose 25 as
scmifinalists; that group will
be announced in November.
The semifinalists will
be reduced to IS finalists
and will be announced in
early lanuary.
Election for the 11,ill takes
place the day before the Super
Bowl in February.
Selected in August as
senior nominees are former Redskins linebacker
Chris Hanburger and
former Rams linebacker
Les Richter.

Also on the modern era list
as first-time nominees are
limmy Smith, Willie Roaf and
former coach Dick Vermeil.
In 2008, the Hall of Fame
modified its bylaws for
the selection committee
making it mandatory for
coaches to be retired five
consecutive seasons before
becoming eligible.
Before that, coaches
were eligible immediately
upon retirement.
So Vermeil was nominated in 2001 and again in
2007. This is his first year of
eligibility since the change
in the bylaws.
Also on the preliminary
list are former Commissioner
Paul Iagliabue and longtime
team owners Bud Adams
Ir. of the Houston Oilers/
Tennessee Titans and Art
Modell of the Cleveland
Browns/Baltimore Ravens.

From Page 6

LIFT: A member ol the BG rugby club goes up lor the ball in a game last fall

game as the forwards stepped
up and took over much of the
scoring.
Brothers Dominic and
Rocco Mauer each added two
more tries to their total and
wings Nick Musarra and Max
Narewski. hooker Mike Brown,
and prop Dave Carr each
scored tries for the Falcons.
Tony Mazzarella was
impressed by freshman
standout Brown's performance this weekend.
"Mike has stepped in very
nicely at the number two position." Mazzarella said. "He's
been 100 percent on his lineouts and throws. He's a very
smart player for his age so he's
been doing very well."
The backs remain one of
the Falcons' biggest strengths
this season.
"1 can't really say anyone
individually because they've
all been playing extremely
well," Tony Mazzarella said.
"They've just been absolutely
overwhelming with the last
two teams ... their speed and
passing has been very good."
"Overall it was a good effort,"
Tony Mazzarella said. "We
need to get back and focus for
next week."
This week, the Falcons will
face a much tougher opponent
in Davenport.
The match will be the first
in a three-game home stand at
the College Park Rugby Field.

check us out online @
WWW.

BGViews
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student representatives are
selected to serve on the Board
of Trustees.
From Page 1
Graduate Student Senate
"It's important that we don't changed its process of selectget discriminated against in ing a representative last spring
the workplace." Collier said. and recommended USG do
"The emergency passing shows the same this school year.
Caldwell will now be chair
that we don't and shouldn't
have to really think about of the committee for selecting
an undergraduate representasomething like this."
In order to generate student tive to the Board.
support to pass the upcoming
ordinances. USG will hold a FIGHTING FOR
voter drive now through Oct. 1. EQUALITY
Residential students who register will be able to vote in the The 12 categories protected by
the anti-discriminalion
Union Nov. 2.
"It's a big election this year ordinances
with ONE Bowling Cireen and
the governor's race," said Dan ■ Gender
Caldwell. USG vice president. ■ Gender expression
"Helping to get the student ■ Gender identity
voice out there shows that ■ Pregnancy
■ Sexual orientation
we really do care. It's very
■ Creed
important to vote."
■
■
USG passes Board OH rustees ■
resolution:
■
At the second meeting of ■
the year, USG unanimously ■

Military status
Veteran status
Marital status
Physical characteristics
HIV status
Genetic information

passed a resolution that
alters the method by which
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Do you want

to see
blogs. archives.
polls and
more stories?
check us out online

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout
The ONLY carryout in BG thai
sells beer® State Min until 2:301

Help Wanted

I Ripped muscles?
II "House Hunters" network
15 While away
16 Flying start?
17 Like some suits
16 Right-leaning: Abbr.
19 Christian denom. that observes
the Sabbath on Saturday
20 Fix. as a wicker chair
21 WCs
22 Renaissance Faire word
24 Hide
25 Biodegrade
26 Prefix with biology
28 Cut
30 Painting on utensils or furniture
31 Former Monterey Bay fort
33 Ringling Museum of the
A/nencan Circus city
35 Language subfamily
that includes Maltese
39 Feverishly
40 Defense against intruders

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 X174
Anthony Wayne Lacrosse Club
looking for PT JV & varsity head
& asst coaches for 2010-2011.
Competitive wage For more info.
go to awlacrosse.com
Submit resumes to:

Yoga clan**: Wood County
Educational Services Center,
1867 N Research Dr
by the Weijar store.
Mon &W»d530pm-645pm
5 sessions - $60 or walk-Ins $15
Call to reglatf: 419-35<-901Q

Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ flex
hours. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campus! Pay Is
$7 30/ru Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Clough St, BG. OH

1 Nurses
2 When an engine might stall
3 City visited by Marco Polo
4 "viewers Like You" help
support it: Abbr

5 Tycho Brahe's sci.
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293 ways
, ft mate Ghangtftyr
a dollar;

Exp sitter w/ ref. in Perrysburg
home. Tues or Thurs. 7am-3pm.
Non-smoker Call 419-874-8816.
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The Daily Crossword Fix

DID YOU KNOW

Campus Events

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE!
Biggest S Best selection Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART. MUSIC. MOVIES.
MODELS. HUMOR, ANIMALS,
PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES. MOTIVATIONALS.
PHOTOGRAPHY MOST
IMAGES $7. S8 & S9 See us at
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room 228,
Mon. Sept 13th-Frl. Sept 17th,'10.
THE HOURS ARE 9am • 6pm.
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
University Activities Organization.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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6 Roman goddess of
agriculture
7 Two-time 1970S
NBA champs
8 Going to groat lengths
9 Like national elections
10 "Justine" author
11 Salute
12 "Not in public,
you two!"
13 "Gel Shorty" co-star
14 _ Act: 1919
Prohibition legislation
23 The Boston Symphony
played its second
movement to
commemorate
FDR's death
27 Surg specialty

29 Moral izer
30 Trypanosome
transmitter
32 Gogo's pal. in
"Waiting for Godot"
34 Comparable

42 "Vamoose!"
43 Angelo's instrument
44 Playing a fifth qtr. say
46 "This I Promise You" band
50 Any U.S. Army E-4 thru E-9
51 "Iron Chef America"
chef Cat _
53 Robbie's dad
54 Fire

Help Wanted

For Rent

Need childcare In our Perrysburg

"1,2 14BR avail 300 Merry St.

home 2 days per week, 9am-4pm.

rooms low as $225/mo.

Call(419( 930-7567.

semester leases,next to campus.

Part-time wait staff needed.
Apply at LaRoa's in
Grand Rapids, 419-832-3082

419-353-0325,9-9
5BR, 2 bth home, 116 N. Summit
W/D hookup, off street parking,
large yard, call 419-353-6359

New sola, still in box, $275.
Mlcrofiber, lifetime warranty.

Call 419-897-9062
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APARTMENTS

* Reduced Rate in
September 2010 *
•■• Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases *
1-Minutesfrom BGSU*

Brand new & updated!
1 & 2BR's, great location,
laundry on-site. $510-395/mo
Call 419-354-6036
Medium sized 3BR house, w/D.
AIC, avail NOW! S700'mo * utils
Call 419-601-3225

* Heat included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road
In Bowling Green

t&

419-352-6335

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
Iffe §®ta)LrtQDDTfD
Centerfl

PRUL MITCHELL

iwmwwn SIGN UP NOW!
GjfhlttY Cinco Dc Mayo Jkgg*
BBY'S

Pita

SOUTH

SIDE

You can also go to BGSU Campus Cash.com
t Local Menus, Discounts^Ba^Promotions,
^Events, Job Opp

w
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WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM
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• Pet friendly community •

For Sale
$155 full size pillow top
mattress set. (new) In plastic
Call 419-707-2954.

ANSWERS

56 City SSW of Cleveland
58 A storm may affect it, briefly
59"_. you noblest English!";
"Henry V
60 Contemporary folklore
62 Shuffle alternative
63 Draws
64 Phosphoresce
65 One may be set on a stage

35 Bittersweet farewell
36 Drum site
37 Resort town W. of the
Delaware Water Gap
38 "Emperor _■
41 Theresa Dunn's ideal
Mr., in a 1975
novel title
Experiments
Actress Mimieux
Uke hell?
Midwest League's
baseball level
Douze mois
Not just suppose
Cloying sentimentality!
A few rounds,
perhaps
Kisser

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone

